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Somewhere in the world right now
The moon slides through a window
Through starry skies the night wind sighs
The leaves scatter their shadows

In cozy sheets a young girl sleeps
Dreaming of tomorrow
Just out of reach on a coastal beach
The tides beg, steal and borrow

Somewhere in the world right now
The dawn’s already breaking
A rooster crows the sunlight grows
The people all are waking

Birds stretch their wings begin to sing
Kids get dressed for school
All the little things the daylight brings
Morning polished like a jewel

No matter where in the world you are
No matter where you are …
There’s somewhere else where it’s a different day
There’s somewhere else where it’s a different day

Mornings over mountain ranges
Nighttime under frozen stars
Evening light-kissed lovely meadow
Morning freeway crammed with cars
Somewhere in the world right now
The land goes on forever
Not a soul in sight on this moonless night
Just stars and clouds and weather

A thousand miles away the time of day
Is harnessed by the city
People hurry by an empty sky
in a world of nitty gritty

Somewhere in the world …

On this planet so grand there’s a master plan
Almost too big to imagine
Poets understand the science at hand
Spinning through this earthly pageant

Somewhere in the world …